Der Neue Merker
The Singapore Symphony Orchestra was invited to perform at the final Pro Arte concert evening in the Rosengarten. This orchestra was only founded in 1979 and quickly
achieved international standing. It is now considered one of the highest quality orchestras in the Asian world.
The focal point of the concert was the Violin Concerto in E minor by Mendelssohn, with an exemplary performance by the soloist Gil Shaham, who himself has had a career
that has seen him showered with awards. The renowned, internationally sought-after violinist did not allow himself to be drawn into a melancholy interpretation of the music;
his Mendelssohn always remained between a poetic emotional depth and elegant grace.
Gil Shaham began the Allegro molto appassionato in an expressive manner, exhibiting detached passages, with effortless upsurges to the highest regions, taking advantage
of the entire spectrum of his 1699 Stradivari, to nevertheless magic atmospheric cantilenas for the cadence. The presentation of the second motif was handed over to the
woodwinds in languorous exhaustion; the violin distinguished itself, producing finely spun sounds without any tendency towards exaggeration. The divine instrument sang the
magical melody of the Andante in spatially conceived proportions in a wonderfully balanced manner.
For the classic Rondo of the Allegro molto vivace, which approaches the sonata form in an exceptionally artful manner, Shaham had the music speak through him. The tricky
tasks of the finale were solved by the soloist with brilliant drive, in true virtuoso fashion, with noble elegance and compelling bravura, giving the impression that the soloist
determined the tempos of the balanced, sonorous accompanying orchestra. Admirably and with noblesse Gil Shaham developed the formal musical beauty of his instrumental
performance, putting the audience into a state of enchantment, which was then discharged in a wave of rapture.
Visibly pleased, the soloist said thank you with a graceful gavotte by Bach that was performed in a finely developed manner.
To start off, however, the southeast Asian guests performed a short orchestral poem by the Chinese composer Chen Zhangyi, entitled ‘of an ethereal symphony’, as a musical
nod to their home. Lan Shui seemed in his element on the rostrum in front of the excellent Singapore Symphony Orchestra, fully savouring the melodic wealth of this elegiac,
Far-Eastern-sounding piece of music. A work full of impressionistic tendencies (affinities to Debussy and Fauré were unmistakeable), supported by the sumptuous sound of
the strings, as well as the discreet development of the orchestra working together, featuring a brilliantly accurate brass section.
The Rosenkavalier Suite (Richard Strauss) sounded bright and clear in the interpretation delivered by the musicians from the Far East; it seemed as if they removed the
heaviness from the dissonances in the music, allowing the wit and lightness-of-being to prevail. The orchestra played the motifs with precise rhythms, the waltz sequences
were beautifully pithy. Lan Shui’s leadership captivated the audience with its authenticity, removing some of the music’s formality without, however, making it sound
analytically dissected. Quite on the contrary – he was at pains to get nuanced elements of sound perfectly balanced, performed in a highly differentiated manner by the
orchestra.
Public appeal was not ignored. The official end to the colourful programme was La Valse by Ravel – conceived by the composer as a kind of apotheosis to the Viennese
waltz. Occasionally a waltz beat appears out of diffuse, impressionistically uncertain sounds, which ultimately develops into a trailblazing waltz sound.
The melody ignites, colourful, nuanced, powerful and dynamic, the brilliantly chiselled strings unite in moderate tempos to produce a brilliant, virtuoso and sensuous sound
performance from this outstanding orchestra. Lan Shui let the orchestral colours shine and flow with energy, he showed a sense for the lyrical, for dance, for the melancholy
as well as for the exuberant in Ravel’s brilliant composition.
Much cheering for the orchestra and the conductor. As a thank you and as homage to the host country, they finished off with the ‘March’ by Hindemith, performed in dynamic
articulation, once more demonstrating the orchestra’s qualities.

